“If you aren’t willing to practise hard and travel frequently, don’t become a professional pianist.”

This exclusive sharing with Lang Lang 聊天 was organised by the HKU Foundation and supported by the Shun Hing Group on January 8, 2008. It attracted over 600 audience members, including Dr William Meng 薛氏博士 (Hon LLD 1994), Chairman of the Shun Hing Group, HKU Foundation members, alumni, and secondary school and university students. Throughout the hour-long conversation, Lang was asked to share tips on being a successful pianist, how to fulfill dreams yet to be realised and about other advice to young music lovers. When asked how to become a successful musician, Lang’s answer was simple and direct: “Practice.”

This truthful and warm-hearted sharing ended by Lang’s rendition of Liszt’s transcription of Robert Schumann’s celebrated Lieb Widmung.

Visit Cyber Campus U Radio for “A Conversation with Lang Lang” full video clip: http://radia.cybercampus.hku.hk (Distinguished Lectures/Special Events at HKU)
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